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ABSTRACT: First-principles theoretical studies enable an
electronic and magnetic characterization of the recently synthe-
sized Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 ionic material consisting of Ni9Te6(PEt3)8
superatoms and C60. The PEt3 ligands are shown to create an
internal coulomb well that lifts the quantum states of the Ni9Te6
cluster, lowering its ionization potential to 3.39 eV thus creating a
superalkali motif. The metallic core has a spin magnetic moment
of 5.3 μB in agreement with experiment. The clusters are marked
by low magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) of 2.72 meV and a
larger intra-exchange coupling exceeding 0.2 eV, indicating that the
observed paramagnetic behavior around 10K is due to super-
paramagnetic relaxations. The magnetic motifs separated by C60
experience a weak superexchange that stabilizes a ferromagnetic
ground state as observed around 2 K. The calculated MAE is sensitive to the charged state that could account for the observed
change in magnetic transition temperature with size of the ligands or anion.

■ INTRODUCTION

One of the promising directions in cluster science is to
synthesize hierarchical solids where atomic clusters serve as
elemental building blocks. Such materials are unique in that
they combine the intracluster and intercluster length scales and
hence offer novel ways to tune the properties of the assembled
material.1−8 However, synthesizing such materials faces various
challenges including identifying the superatomic building
blocks or composite units that would maintain their identity
upon assembly.9−11 There are also fundamental issues such as
formulating a set of principles that direct the formation of the
ordered phase and understanding the collective behaviors that
emerge as the individual units are collected into the ordered
phase. One approach, that has been highly successful, is to use
ligated clusters, as the ligands can prevent the coalescence of
clusters.12−15 Over the past decade, numerous such assemblies
composed of Aun, Agn, and mixed species ligated with a variety
of ligands have been synthesized and characterized.12,16 These
assemblies contain clusters of precise size and composition that
can be controlled by varying the experimental conditions, and
the resulting materials have shown novel physical and chemical
properties that can be tuned with size. The stability of most of
these assemblies with metallic cores has been rationalized
within a superatomic picture where the ligands undergo
covalent bonding with selected electronic states leading to
clusters with filled superatomic shells.
Recently, Roy et al. have reported synthesizing cluster solids

from an assembly of individually synthesized chalcogenide
superatoms that exchange charge with counterions to form
ionic solids.17 One such assembly consists of Ni9Te6(PEt3)8

clusters composed of a Ni9Te6 core decorated with eight
triethylphosphine (PEt3) ligands attached to Ni sites. The
cluster had previously been isolated as an intermediate species
during the synthesis of the bulk NiTe from organometallic
reagents serving as sources of Ni and Te.18 This is, however, the
first time that Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 is shown to form a rock-salt
(NaCl) structure where the ligated cluster acts as an electron
donor when combined with C60 as an electron acceptor. More
recent experiments indicate that the ionic solid is magnetic and
undergoes a ferromagnetic phase transition at low temperatures
(4K), while it exhibits Curie−Weiss behavior at higher
temperatures (above 10 K).19 The SQUID measurements
also indicate that the individual clusters behave as isolated
localized magnets with a magnetic moment of around 5.4 μB
per functional unit. Additional magnetic measurements on
Ni9Te6(PMe3)8C60 with trimethylphosphine ligands and on
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C70 brought out new features. Because of a
smaller ligand shell, Ni9Te6(PMe3)8C60 has a smaller
superatom-to-superatom separation, and it was found to
increase the magnetic transition temperature (TM) to 7 K.
On the other hand, the large size of C70 leads to larger lattice
parameter than in Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 and was shown to reduce
the TM to around 2.5 K. These observations raise several
fundamental issues. The chalcogenide cluster Ni9Te6 has a high
ionization potential of 5.88 eV (as we will show in this study).
The PEt3 ligands also have a high ionization potential of 7.98
eV. How does then the addition of PEt3 ligands change the
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electronic feature of cluster to make it an electron donor? This
is critical to the formation of the ionic assembly as C60, with an
electron affinity (EA) of 2.68 eV that acts as an electron
acceptor. This could also shed light on the role of ligands in
promoting the formation of the ionic solid. On the magnetic
side, an estimation of the exchange coupling within each
individual cluster would clarify if the solid undergoes a
paramagnetic or superparamagnetic relaxations above 10 K.
In addition, the characterization of magnetic anisotropies of
these solids is needed to understand the nature of the magnetic
transition at low temperatures. The ferromagnetic phase and
the hysteresis at 2 K require magnetic coupling between the
superatoms. What is the origin of this coupling and are the
MAE and coupling sensitive to the charge state of the clusters?
These could provide an understanding of the change in TM as
one modulates the superatom−superatom separation that could
change the charged state of the clusters.
In this work we have carried out first-principles electronic

structure calculations to offer insight into the above electronic
and magnetic issues. The role of ligands in protecting the
clusters is well-known, but their role in promoting formation of
assemblies has not been widely highlighted. As we will show,
the ligands are critical to the formation of the ionic solid. We
also investigate the exchange coupling between the spins within
the Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 cluster and show that it is much higher than
the MAE. Consequently, the solid undergoes a ferromagnetic−
superparamagnetic transition above 4 K. Experiments indicate
that the TM is sensitive to the nature of the ligand. To make
contact with these experiments, we also analyze the effect of
ligands on the MAE and show that the spin hypersurface and
the MAE are sensitive to the charged state of the cluster.

■ METHODS
The electronic structure calculations are performed using Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP) in the framework of density
functional theory (DFT). The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) for exchange−correlation potential as proposed by Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) is taken.20 The Kohn−Sham equations are
solved using periodic boundary conditions with the plane-wave basis
set. The projector-augmented wave method is used to represent the
electron−ion interaction.21 The energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis
is set to 500 eV. The cluster calculations are performed using only one
k-point, i.e., at the Γ-point. The Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 and Ni9Te6 clusters are
kept in supercell of size 25 × 25 × 25 Å3 and 18 × 18 × 18 Å3,
respectively; large enough to minimize the interactions between the
cluster and its periodic images. The structural optimization is done
using the conjugate gradient method.22,23 The tolerance for the total
energy change during structural optimization was set to 10−6 eV. The
local moment is calculated by the integration of the spin densities over
atom-centered spheres as implemented in VASP. In order to calculate
the MAE, we performed non-self-consistent calculations with the SOI
(implemented in VASP by Kresse and Lebacq),24 where the charge
density is kept fixed as obtained from the self-consistent scalar-
relativistic calculation. Furthermore, some calculations for the neutral
and charged species with several spin multiplicities are performed
using another DFT-based code, namely, ADF within GGA-PBE for the
exchange and correlation functional. The atomic wave functions are
expressed in terms of Slater-type orbitals. A TZ2P basis set and a large
frozen electron core were used.25 Scalar relativistic effects were
incorporated using the zero-order regular approximation (ZORA).26,27

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Our investigations started with electronic structure of bare and
ligated Ni9Te6 clusters using the VASP with supercell
approach.28,29 Supplementary calculations have also been

carried out using the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF)
code to study free clusters using localized basis.30,31 Unless
specifically mentioned, we present results based on the VASP.
The Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 building block is composed of a body-
centered cube of Ni sites with faces decorated by six Te atoms,
while eight PEt3 ligands are attached to the Ni sites. Figure 1

shows the optimized ground-state structure of the bare and
ligated Ni9Te6 cluster. Ni9Te6 has a ground state with a spin
moment of 6 μB. The average Ni−Ni and Ni−Te distances are
2.62 and 2.57 Å, respectively. The addition of ligands does not
influence the spin state of Ni9Te6, i.e., Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 has the
same multiplicity. The average Ni−Ni and Ni−Te distances in
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 are 2.86 and 2.54 Å, respectively, compared to
the experimental values of 2.87 and 2.54 Å reported by Brennan
et al.18 In bare Ni9Te6, the distance between the central Ni to
the rest of the 8 Ni atoms is ∼2.27 Å, which increases up to
∼2.50 Å in the presence of ligands. The binding with ligands
reduced the bonding of the central Ni to the outer Ni sites. We
would like to add that Nomikou et al. have shown how the
atomic structure of Ni9Te6 can be obtained from a fragment of
the bulk NiTe as ligands are attached to Ni sites.32,33

Since, the role of ligands is of critical importance, it is
interesting to examine how strongly are the ligands bound to
the cluster? Do the ligands merely protect the cluster or do they
play a more active role in formulating an electron donor
building block? Therefore, we calculated the atomization
energy (AE) of the free cluster and the binding energy (BE)
per ligand for the ligated species. The AE of Ni9Te6 was
calculated using eq 1:

= + −E E EAE 9 (Ni) 6 (Te) (Ni Te )9 6 (1)

where E(Ni), E(Te), and E(Ni9Te6) are the total energies of a
Ni and Te atom and a Ni9Te6 cluster, respectively. The AE/
atom, an indication of the bonding in the metallic core is found
to be 3.66 eV/atom. This energy is typical of bond strength in
chalcogenide systems. To examine how strongly are the ligands
bound to the core cluster, we calculated the BE per ligand via
the eq 2:

= + −E E EBE [ (Ni Te ) 8 (PEt ) (Ni Te (PEt ) ]/89 6 3 9 6 3 8
(2)

where E(PEt3) and E(Ni9Te6(PEt3)8) are the total energies of
PEt3 and Ni9Te6(PEt3)8, respectively. Our studies indicate a BE

Figure 1. Ground-state structures (a) Ni9Te6 and (b) Ni9Te6(PEt3)8.
The Ni, Te, P, C, O, and H atoms are shown in gold, green, blue, gray,
and white colors, respectively. The easy axis (red arrow) corresponds
to ϕ = 135° and θ = 50°, while the hard axis (black arrow)
corresponds to ϕ = 90° and θ = 90°. The average bond lengths are
given in Å (see Figure 4 for the definition of ϕ and θ).
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of 1.23 eV, showing that the ligands are not strongly bound to
the clusters. The low binding energy of ligands is consistent
with experimental observation that these ligands can readily
dissociate in solution to form larger cluster.34 Yet, the ligands
have an appreciable effect on the electronic properties of the
cluster. In particular the addition of ligands seems to be crucial
for promoting formation of the ionic phase. To investigate this
role, we examined the vertical and adiabatic ionization
potentials (VIP and AIP) through the energy differences
between the neutral ground state and cationic cluster in the
geometry of the neutral and in its ground-state geometry,
respectively. The calculated values are collected in Table 1. The

VIP of bare Ni9Te6 is 5.88 eV, much higher than the alkali
atoms. However, the addition of ligands reduces the VIP to
3.39 eV and AIP to 3.36 eV, which are less than those for a Cs
atom and illustrates the importance of ligands in promoting a
superalkali character. The low IP is required for the formation
of ionic solid, as the EA of a C60 is around 2.68 eV.

35 In fact, the
reduction in VIP with the addition of ligands to Ni9Te6 turns
out to be more general. When PEt3 ligands were replaced by
phosphine (PH3), the VIP of Ni9Te6(PH3)8 was found to be
4.68 eV, lower than that of Ni9Te6. Note that AIP’s of the
clusters are very close to corresponding VIP’s. This can be
understood from the fact that ground-state structures of
cationic clusters are similar to those of neutrals.
The substantial decrease in VIP (by 2.49 eV) as the ligands

are attached is fairly surprising particularly since the ligands are
bound only by 1.23 eV to the metallic core. Also, the VIP of
PEt3 ligand is 7.98 eV, much higher than that of Ni9Te6. To
examine this intriguing phenomenon, we first show in Figure 2
the one-electron energy levels of the bare Ni9Te6,
Ni9Te6(PH3)8, and Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters. Because of sym-

metric structures, a number of electron energy levels are found
to be bunched near the HOMO−LUMO gap. The values of
HOMO−LUMO gaps are tabulated in Table 1. A close
inspection of the electronic energy spectrum reveals that the
entire spectrum of Ni9Te6 is pushed up toward higher energies
upon ligation. For example, the positions of HOMO in the
majority spin channel of Ni9Te6, Ni9Te6(PH3)8, and
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 are found to be −4.06, −3.17, and −2.08 eV,
respectively. Therefore, the HOMO’s in Ni9Te6(PH3)8 and
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 shift up in energy by 0.99 and 1.98 eV compared
to Ni9Te6. While the role of ligands in protecting the clusters is
well-known, here ligands facilitate the formation of the ionic
compound by altering the electronic structure of the cluster.
To uncover the microscopic mechanism, the local charge on

the atoms of bare and ligated clusters was examined using
Bader’s analysis.36,37 The local charges are given in the Table
SI-I. The average charges on a Ni and Te atom are found to be
+0.11e and −0.17e, respectively, in Ni9Te6. On the other hand,
Te atoms have a slightly more negative charge (∼−0.22e/
atom), and Ni atoms are less positively charged (∼ +0.045e/
atom) in the presence of PEt3 ligands. Therefore, in addition to
covalent bonding, the ligands can be thought of creating a
crystal field due to excess negative charge. Also, each P site has
a positive charge of +1.14e.
In order to examine the effect of crystal field on the

electronic structure, single point calculations were performed
on a Ni9Te6 surrounded by negative fictitious point charge as
implemented in ADF. To find out the appropriate magnitude of
point charges, we first carried out a Hirshfeld charge analysis38

for Ni9Te6 and Ni9Te6(PH3)8, which are shown in Table SI-II
(the memory limitations did not allow us to study
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 in the ADF code). Evidently, an excess of
negative charge of −0.37e is present at Ni9Te6 upon ligation
with PH3 ligands. Since Te sites are all negatively charged, an
average value of −0.061e is assigned to six fictitious charges
situated at 0.50 Å from Te atoms. Figure 3 shows the partial
density of states (PDOS) of isolated Ni9Te6, with point
charges, and Ni9Te6(PH3)8. The HOMO of Ni9Te6 in Figure
3b relative to bare Ni9Te6 is shifted to higher energy. More
specifically, not only the positions of HOMO’s in Figure 3b,c
are at the similar energies but also the peaks in DOS are shifted.
Thus, the presence of ligands induces an internal electrostatic
coulomb potential well by charging the Ni9Te6 that lifts its
quantum states. As a result, the VIP of ligated species is found
to be 1.14 eV lower than that of bare Ni9Te6. The one-electron
energy levels and AIP’s of Ni9Te6 and Ni9Te6(PH3)8 based on
ADF are given in Table SI-III and Figure SI-I, respectively.
Note also that the states near the Fermi energy are
predominantly 3d-Ni states for both Ni9Te6(PH3)8 and
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 (Figure SI-II), indicating that the charge is
transferred from 3d-states to unoccupied states of C60 during
the formation of the ionic solid. To check, we performed the
Bader charge analysis for optimized Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 func-
tional unit that shows −0.64e charge on C60, which is consistent
with above results. These calculations confirm that the role of
ligands in controlling VIP as deduced above is general.
Consequently, the ligands help stabilize the cluster solid.
We now examine the effect of ligands on the magnetic

properties. The Ni9Te6 has a magnetic moment of 6 μB, where
the Ni sites contribute a spin magnetic moment of 4.56 μB,
while the Te contributes 0.516 μB. These contributions change
slightly as the cluster is ligated with PEt3, where the total local
spin magnetic moment of Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 core is 5.33 μB, which

Table 1. VIP, AIP, the HOMO-LUMO Gap, and the Position
of HOMO for Ni9Te6, Ni9Te6(PH3)8, and Ni9Te6(PEt3)8
Clusters

clusters AIP (eV) VIP (eV) HL gap (eV) HOMO (eV)

Ni9Te6 5.87 5.88 0.34 −4.06
Ni9Te6(PH3)8 4.64 4.68 0.32 −3.17
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 3.36 3.39 0.35 −2.08

Figure 2. One-electron energy levels in the Ni9Te6, Ni9Te6(PH3)8, and
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters. The up and down arrows denote the energy
levels for the majority and minority spin channels, respectively. The
filled and empty levels are represented by solid and dashed lines,
respectively.
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is close to the estimated value of 5.4 μB based on the SQUID
measurements. The contributions to total magnetic moment
from Ni and Te sites are found to be 4.49 and 0.69 μB,
respectively. The P atoms of ligands also carry a small moment
of 0.10 μB. To examine how strongly the moments are coupled
to each other, we calculated the energy difference between the
ground state and an excited state where one of the spins was
flipped. The energy difference between the states with spin of 6
μB and 4 μB was found to be 0.21 eV that corresponds to a
temperature of 2436 K. The strong exchange coupling
determines the dynamical behavior of the magnetic moment
of Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 that we now consider.
It is now fairly well-known that a nanomagnet with size

smaller than the typical domain size has exchange coupled
atomic moments. Such a particle behaves like a giant magnet
with a moment Nμ, where N is the number of atoms, while μ is
the moment per atom.39−42 The reduction in size, however,
reduces the MAE responsible for keeping the magnetization
oriented in certain directions and becomes comparable to the

thermal energy.42 At temperatures above the blocking temper-
ature, the clusters can then undergo superparamagnetic
relaxations where the giant moment undergoes fluctuations in
direction. To examine if the Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters undergo
these relaxations, we proceeded to calculate the MAE. It is well-
known that MAE in small atomic clusters is largely due to
magneto-crystalline anisotropy arising due to spin−orbit
coupling.43

To calculate the MAE, we calculated the change in energy of
the system as the magnetization was oriented along different
directions. The MAE is the difference in energy along the easy
axis (minimum energy) and the hard axis (maximum energy).
The MAE landscape showing the variation of the energy for
various values of θ and ϕ is shown in Figure 4. Within a Neél

model44 with an attempt frequency of a GHz, this corresponds
to relaxation time of around 10−8 s at a temperature of 10 K.
This shows that the observed paramagnetic behavior around 10
K really correspond to superparamagnetic relaxations. Further,
the easy axis lie along [111], i.e., body diagonal Ni−Ni
directions, while the hard axis are along the [100] directions,
i.e., Ni−Te bonds as shown in Figure 1. The values of orbital
angular moment along easy and hard axes, i.e., Leasy and Lhard
are found to be 0.194 and 0.205 μB, respectively. The small
value of MAE can also be related to minor variation in the
orbital angular momentum.
The material also exhibits a phase transition below 4 K as

seen through the change in magnetization if the sample is
cooled in zero field or in a large field. Further, the material
exhibits a hysteresis loop in the measurements around 2 K.
Previous studies on C60 complexes including C60-tetrakis
ethylene have also shown hysteresis loops at very low
temperatures, but the coercive fields (1.6 G) are very low.45

The corresponding coercive fields in Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 are around
400 Oe, indicating that the hysteresis is not due to C60 alone.
The ferromagnetic state below 4 K, therefore, suggests a
cooperative phenomenon where the ligated Ni9Te6 clusters
interact via the C60 molecules. To explore if the C60 could
mediate a weak indirect exchange interaction, we examined an
assembly of two Ni9Te6(PH3)8 clusters separated by a C60 as
shown in Figure SI-IV. We took Ni9Te6(PH3)8 rather than
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 to keep the calculations manageable. In
particular, we examined the change in energy as the spin
moments on the two Ni9Te6(PH3)8 clusters were aligned
parallel and antiparallel to each other. The calculations predict a
ferromagnetic ground state, while the antiferromagnetic state
was only 7.7 meV higher in energy. These results indicate a
weak superexchange interaction between the clusters mediated
by C60. For the larger Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters, the difference is
expected to be smaller. Nevertheless, we believe that a similar

Figure 3. PDOS of the 3d Ni and p Te states for (a) bare Ni9Te6 and
(b) Ni9Te6 in the presence of six fictitious point charges. (c) The
PDOS between the 3d-Ni, p-Te, and p-P states for Ni9Te6(PH3)8. The
Fermi energy levels are shown by dashed vertical energy lines in black
color.

Figure 4. Energy landscape for the magnetization direction as a
function of ϕ and θ.
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superexchange in Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 stabilizes the ferromagnetic
state at low temperature. While the origin of the superexchange
interaction is not established, one possibility may be to invoke a
intra-C60 Jahn−Teller (J-T) distortion due to partial charge
transfer similar to that proposed by Kawamoto to account for
weak ferromagnetism in C60-TDAE system.46 A bare C60 is
marked by three unoccupied orbitals. The bonding of spin up
orbitals in two Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters and one of the three
unoccupied orbitals in C60 would lead to a bonding state
consistent with our calculations that indicate a partial charge
transfer to C60. As there are three unfilled states in C60, the
occupation of one state would result in J-T distortion
(structural) to stabilize the bonding state, as a structural
distortion lowers the energy of one orbital while it raises the
energy of others.46 Such distortion could stabilize the
ferromagnetic state. Our calculations show that the MAE is
sensitive to the charge state of the cluster. For example, the
MAE for a cationic Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 is 107.83 K as opposed to
31.55 K for the neutral Ni9Te6(PEt3)8. The MAE landscape of
cationic Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 is given in Figure SI-III. As pointed out
in our earlier papers, the anisotropy tensor involves matrix
elements between occupied and unoccupied states and hence is
sensitive to the separation between occupied and unoccupied
manifolds.47 Since the electronic structure is sensitive to the
charged state, the MAE can change with the charge. We also
find that the direction of the easy axis changes upon charging.
Since the charge on superatoms depends on the separation and
the size, these findings may help understand the experiments
on33 Ni9Te6(PMe3)8C60 and on Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C70 that exhibit a
different TM.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The present work shows that the newly synthesized
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 chalcogenide superatomic solid is composed
of superalkali Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 clusters that donate charge to C60
to stabilize the ionic solid. The formation of the solid is
promoted by ligands that reduce the ionization potential of the
ligated clusters through a charge transfer. This phenomena is
not specific to PEt3 ligands, as shown in the case of ligation
with phosphine. Ni9Te6(PEt3)8 is also shown to be marked by a
large intracluster exchange and a weak MAE. The combination
leads to superparamagnetic relaxations above 4 K, where each
cluster behaves as a giant magnet whose orientation undergoes
fluctuations in direction. The solid is also marked by a weak
superexchange coupling mediated via C60 that leads to a
ferromagnetic ordering at very low temperatures. The MAE is
sensitive to the charged state of the cluster and can be
modulated by changing the charged state of the cluster through
changing ligands or larger anions. To summarize,
Ni9Te6(PEt3)8C60 can be regarded as superalkali, super-
paramagnetic superatomic solid.
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